Packing non-identical circles inside a rectangle witnesses a wide range of industrial applications. However, the non-convex constraints in this problem make it intractable using exact analytical approaches. Even via heuristic methods, the solution time for industrial-scale instances sometimes is too long to be acceptable. This article aims to challenge the existing methods for the benchmark instances. The most significant contributions of this work are: firstly, we proposed three types of packing positions for selection and used human intelligence to convert an arbitrary circle sequence into a feasible compact layout; secondly, diverse position selection criteria have been tested, and it is found that the criterion commonly used in the literature is not the best; thirdly, the traditional genetic algorithm is adapted with lower crossover rate but higher mutation rate particularly, and a minor-adjustment operator with the purpose of exploring the neighborhood of the current best solutions is introduced.
Introduction
In this study, we investigate the circle packing problem where a number of arbitrary-sized circles are to be packed into a two-dimensional rectangle with open length, i.e., one side of the rectangle is movable as long as it maintains parallel to the opposite side. The objective is to maximize the area utilization or equivalently, minimize the open length of the rectangle. The problem is known to be NP-complete [12] . Such a problem can find real-world applications in a wide range of industries, such as the textile, apparel, automobile, aerospace and chemical industries.
As pointed out by Castillo et al. [4] , circle packing (mostly of identical circles) has been studied by many researchers in the "pure" mathematics area, but compared with the bin packing problem, it has obtained relatively less attention so far in the field of operations research, despite its extensive existing and potential applications.
Circle packing involves interesting modeling and computational challenges. In its general form, circle packing is a hard optimization problem that is intractable for exact analytical approaches. The "easiest" case of packing identical circles into a square or into a big circle are provably solved to optimality only for a few instances (up to tens of circles), despite the great effort paid to variants of the problem in recent decades.
For the problem of packing non-identical circles into a rectangle, only several researchers have dedicated their efforts by proposing various models and heuristic methods. George et al. [6] proposed a mixed integer non-linear program for packing different circles into a rectangle of fixed dimensions. Stoyan and Yaskov [16, 17] used a mathematical model that searches for feasible local optima by combining a tree-search procedure and a reduced gradient method for packing non-identical circles into a rectangle with open length. Hifi and M'Hallah [10] came up with a constructive procedure and a genetic algorithm for the same problem. The constructive procedure utilizes a heuristic to select a set of favorite positions among all feasible positions according to the minimum distance between the packed circles and the current candidate circle; while the genetic algorithm is used to evolve a set of initial solutions. Hifi et al. [11] subsequently proposed a simulated annealing algorithm which starts by packing a set of specified circles into an open strip and tried to obtain a dense packing within the rectangle by exploiting the concept of the minimum distance between all selected circles. Huang et al. [12] presented two solution procedures, namely B1.0 and B1.5. B1.0 selects the next circle to place according to the maximum-hole degree rule and B1.5 improves the former with a self-look-ahead search strategy. Birgin et al. [3] coped with the same problem via a non-linear model. Akeb and Hifi [1] proposed an adaptive beam search on the basis of their previous work.
From the review of the existing methods, we can classify the solution techniques into three types. The first type consists of exact mathematical models, such as the studies by George et al. [6] , Stoyan and Yaskov [16, 17] , Birgin et al. [3] , Yu and Zhang [19] , Castillo et al. [4] and Kallrath [13] . Although the problem can be easily formulated as a general non-linear mathematical model, it is impossible to solve the model to global optimality just using the current local nonlinear solvers (like MINOS or other non-linear solvers) due to the well-known high-level non-convexity, as well as the exponentially increasing computational burden when the problem size grows. George et al. [6] formulated a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) model for packing unequal circles into a rectangle. Stoyan and Yaskov [17] did not claim to compute the global optimum. The non-linear model proposed by Birgin et al. [3] has a number O(n 2 ) of non-overlapping constraints.
Yu and Zhang [19] formulated the problem of packing non-identical circles into a rectangle as a non-linear programming (NLP) problem, established the first order optimality conditions, and applied an augmented Lagrangian method to solve the problem. To demonstrate the performance of their proposed method, three instances were solved involving 33, 40 and 43 circles respectively.
Castillo et al. [4] presented illustrative numerical results for various benchmark circle packing instances using three generic global solvers, LINGO, NMinimize and MathOptimizer Professional, to tackle the general models. Although they found "best known solutions" for some instances, there was no instance that has more than 35 circles (N ≤ 35). Kallrath [13] developed NLP and MINLP models describing the problem of cutting circles or polygons from rectangular design or stocked plates, and applied several solution techniques to solve this problem, where the solver Branch and Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) was called by GAMS. Numerical experiments indicated that the MINLP model can only solve small instances to global optimality.
The second type of approaches is deterministic enumeration based on certain greedy heuristics from human experience. One representative of this type is the work by Huang et al. [12] , which can produce good results if enough time is allowed; however, the time-consumption associated with the high algorithm complexity (even with O(n 10 )) is an issue if large-size instances are to be solved.
Kubach et al. [14] put forward two greedy algorithms which are derived from the greedy algorithms proposed by Huang et al. [12] , and parallelized these two algorithms using a shared memory master-slave approach to investigate initial configurations simultaneously.
The third type is stochastic search based on constructive heuristics or meta-heuristics. Hifi and his colleagues have been focusing on this problem over ten years and presented improving results in their publications [1, 2, 10, 11] . It has been noticed recently that Akeb et al. [2] came up with an augmented beam search-based algorithm, a modified version of the algorithm proposed by Akeb and Hifi [1] . Besides the beam search strategy, the modified algorithm was combined with a special binary search and a multi-start strategy. In order to improve the solution quality, a separate-beams strategy was incorporated in the tree-search procedure.
Although meta-heuristic methods cannot guarantee global optimality, they can provide near optimal solutions even for large-size problems within moderate or acceptable computational time, which consequently makes them currently the best choices for industrial-scale applications. Another advantage of meta-heuristics is that they can be more conveniently parallelized to exploit the power of high performance computation.
In this paper, based on our previous work on three-dimensional bin packing [9, 18] , we present a novel heuristic approach to construct a high-quality packing configuration for an arbitrary sequence of circles and an improved genetic algorithm to effectively evolve a set of initial solutions.
Numerical experiment indicates that the proposed algorithm has faster solution speed than B1.0 and B1.5 by Huang et al. [12] , and higher solution quality than the adaptive beam search by Akeb and Hifi [1] in solving small-size benchmarks. For the moderate-and large-size instances, we propose a decomposition approach which demonstrates to be more advantageous.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we define the problem to be solved; Section 3 introduces the procedure for converting a sequence of circles into a compact packing and Section 4 applies this procedure as the backbone for a tailored genetic algorithm; Section 5 conducts extensive numerical experiments and discusses the performance of the proposed method; Section 6 concludes this paper.
Problem Definition
Assume that there are N circles to be packed into a rectangle with unlimited length. The ultimate length of the rectangle is denoted by L and the width of the container is denoted by W, while the center of circle π i is denoted by (x i , y i ) and the radius of circle π i is denoted by r i , i =1, 2, 3, …, N. The pairwise distance between the centers of circles π i and π j , measured by the Euclidean distance, is denoted by d ij , Fig. 1 illustrates the rectangle, the coordinate system used and two circles.
The problem is to pack all the N circles into the rectangle to minimize the length of the rectangle without overlap between any two circles. The non-linear model of the problem is formulated as follows [1, 4] :
The model involves three components: (i) the objective to be minimized; (ii) the constraints of the circles being placed within the rectangle; and (iii) the non-overlapping constraint between the circles. It can be observed that the formulation has 4N linear constraints, and N(N−1) ∕ 2 non-convex constraints. For the problem under investigation, W is fixed, but L is open for minimization.
Packing an Arbitrary Sequence of Circles
This section develops a procedure to convert an arbitrary sequence of circles into a compact packing. This procedure is subsequently used for decoding a chromosome into a phenotype solution in the genetic algorithm presented in Section 4. 
Circle List and Position Lists
Assume that
N. P is a genotype solution, which is first changed into a circle list with r i , i =1, 2, 3, …, N, and then into a phenotype solution through placing each circle π i sequentially in the rectangle with the coordinate (x i , y i ) determined. Actually, the circle list with (π i , r i , x i , y i ), i =1, 2, 3, …, N, and other information, is a solution of packing configuration (see Table 6 in §5.1).
Imagine that in manual packing operation, one would try to place the current circle (to be packed) tangent to at least two items (either edges of the rectangle or circles already packed). This is one significant heuristic to determine the coordinate (x i , y i ) of the circle center of π i . The other important heuristic is the criterion for selecting a position among the feasible candidate positions.
Huang et al. [12] used the maximum hole degree (λ) as the selection criterion, and Akeb and Hifi [1] exploited an equivalent criterion (d min ). (0, 0) S1
As indicated in Fig. 2 It should be pointed out that consideration and utilization of positions of types II and III are necessary in order to obtain a high-quality packing configuration from a given sequence of circles;
otherwise, the sequence may just yield a very poor packing, which will be illustrated later.
Packing Procedure (Decoding Procedure)
With the circle list and the position lists defined, the detailed flowchart of the packing procedure is given in Fig. 3 . Through this procedure, 
Criteria for Position Selection
In order to pack an arbitrary sequence of circles into the rectangle from the left side (S1) to the right side (S4), the specific position selection for each circle is based on various criteria which concequently lead to different packing quality for the same circle sequence. Therefore, the use of an appropriate criterion is significant considering that a large set of sequences have to be searched by the algorithm. We consider five criteria in this work.
The first criterion considered is the minimum x coordinate of circle π i , i.e. x i . That is, calculate the coordinates (x i , y i ) at all feasible positions, and select the position that lets circle π i have the minimum x i . This criterion is denoted by x in relevant tables.
The second criterion is the maximum hole degree λ proposed by Huang et al. [12] :
where d min is the minimal distance from circle π i (whose radius is r i ) to other circles packed so far and edges of the rectangle (excluding the two items touching circle π i ) [12] . Akeb and Hifi [1] used an equivalent criterion, namely, selecting the position with the minimal d min value. We denote this criterion as λ and ignore S4 since the length of the rectangle is variable. 
The third selection criterion is to use the maximum λ or the minimum x coordinate according to whether the current circle can be packed within the current length L max (see Fig. 5 ). If the circle can be packed within L max , the maximum λ criterion is adopted; otherwise, the minimum x coordinate criterion is accepted. The third criterion is denoted by (λ and x). The fourth criterion considered is the maximum λ/x and the fifth one is the minimum (d min +x).
From the experience in three-dimensional bin packing [9] , the third criterion (λ and x), which distinguishes the situation inside the current length L max from the one exceeding L max , should have good performance; but the real application in following computational tests is not like what we expected. Moreover, the commonly used λ (or d min ) is not the best index to evaluate a position for packing a circle. The other criteria (e.g. x and d min +x) lead to better solutions. However, the proper criterion may be instance-dependent.
Heuristic of Decreasing Order and Exchange-Order Operations
By using the packing procedure as shown in Fig. 3 and applying a position selection criterion, an arbitrary sequence of circles can be converted into a feasible packing configuration. In practice, heuristics are usually utilized for quick and better initial solutions, such as packing the circles in the decreasing order of their radii, and the exchange-order method mentioned in Akeb and Hifi [1] , where the circles are partially re-arranged by specifying certain circles to be packed first in an iterative way. In this sub-section, we applied these two heuristics for the benchmark instances SY1
to SY6 initially used in Stoyan and Yaskov [17] with the position selection criteria and compared with the results by Akeb and Hifi [1] (see Tables 3 and 4 ). Fig. 6 shows the packing configurations of SY6 obtained from the decreasing order of circle radii.
From Table 3 , it can be observed that, when packing in decreasing order of radii, our packing procedure with the first selection criterion obtains a better average objective value compared with OSGSP by Akeb and Hifi [1] . Especially for the two large-size instances, SY5 and SY6, we get better objective values. . In our procedure with the first selection criterion, whenever we pack a circle, the objective (i.e., the resulting length) is instantly considered, so that the remaining area within the end edge is small. Get the current best circle sequence from ExOrd1, (π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , …, π N );
while(i < N) do { 1. Carry out the exchange-order:
2. Call the packing procedure with the new sequence; 3. i++. } Find out the best sequence among the above (N-2) sequences; If improved, update the current best circle sequence. We also propose another exchange-order method (simplified as ExOrd2), as displayed in Fig. 7, on top of the exchange-order method (simplified as ExOrd1) given by Akeb and Hifi [1] . Table 5 presents the results of SY1 to SY6 by ExOrd2 under diverse position selection criteria. Fig. 8 depicts the packing configuration of SY6 obtained from ExOrd2. From Tables 3 to 5 , it can be observed that overall ExOrd1 outperforms the decreasing order of radii and ExOrd2 further improves the performance of ExOrd1. For a certain instance, by applying the heuristic of decreasing order of the circles' radii and then applying ExOrd1 followed by ExOrd2, with a complexity of O(2n), the solution quality can be improved quickly. It is hence worthwhile applying these heuristics to the initial generation of a genetic algorithm.
Actually, inspired by ExOrd1 and ExOrd2 where minor-adjustment to a circle sequence may improve the packing quality, we anticipate that similar minor-adjustment to the current best solution(s) at each iteration in a genetic algorithm may also produce better solutions. The minor-adjustment (insert-mutation) can be executed to the sole best solution, or to a small part of the better solutions within each generation of the genetic algorithm.
It can also be noted from Tables 3 to 5 that among the three approaches, the first criterion (x) behaves the best, and (d min +x) the second best. Performances of the other three criteria are not so good. Our numerical experiments in Section 5 draw the similar conclusion for these three criteria.
Improved Genetic Algorithm
In a genetic algorithm (GA), solutions to the problem are represented by chromosomes of genetic structure (genotype). Each chromosome is evaluated by a function or through a procedure to change the chromosome into a visual or delomorphic solution (phenotype) with an objective value (e.g. change it into a packing configuration with a length of the rectangle in this work). At the beginning of the GA, an initial generation of chromosomes is randomly produced. Throughout the genetic evolution, by the mechanism of selection, crossover and mutation, good-quality offspring are born from the previous generation (parents). Generation by generation, the stronger chromosomes are the survivors in a competitive environment. At the end of the GA, optimal or near-optimal solutions can be achieved.
Selection, crossover and mutation are the crucial operators of the GA. The selection operator is an artificial mechanism based on natural selection (i.e. the weakest individuals die off, the fittest proliferate), which makes future generations hopefully become fitter and fitter. The crossover operator makes chromosomes mate to produce new offspring. Crossover constitutes the information exchange phase of the GA in which diversity and innovation are produced within the chromosomes.
The mutation operator generates random change to a number of the chromosomes within each generation.
Standard GA Procedure
A standard procedure of GA can be usually depicted as Fig. 9 . At each iteration, a new generation will be produced by crossover, mutation and selection, and the population size, popsize, is usually kept constant.
Produce an initial generation comprising popsize chromosomes, and evaluate all the chromosomes using the decoding procedure, t = 1; do { 1. Selection: Select the xsize best chromosomes (according to their objective value) in each generation to crossover, and the msize worst chromosomes to mutate; 2. Crossover and Mutation: Conduct crossover to the xsize best chromosomes generating xsize new chromosomes; conduct mutation to the msize worst chromosomes generating msize new chromosomes; 3. The offspring (xsize+msize new chromosomes) from crossover and mutation are decoded. Sort the parents and the offspring according to their objective values, and select the former popsize best chromosomes as the new generation; 4. t++. } until satisfy the termination condition; Output the best solution. Fig. 9 A standard procedure of GA Selection: Common selection methods include roulette-wheel selection [7] and tournament method [8] . Although roulette-wheel selection is one commonly used technique, tournament method is adopted in our GA. The reason is that in the tournament method the objective value of a chromosome can be directly used as the selection criterion, but in the roulette-wheel selection the fitness of a chromosome is always used as the selection criterion.
Assume that the number of the chromosomes that are selected to crossover is xsize; the number of the chromosomes that are selected to mutate is msize. We can let xsize + msize = popsize. The ratio, C r = xsize/popsize, is called crossover rate, often C r ∈[0.5, 0.9]; and the ratio, M r = msize/popsize, is called mutation rate, often M r ∈[0.1, 0.3]. Usually, C r + M r = 1.0. C r and M r are two important parameters that influence the convergence of GA. In general, when M r increases, GA will converge to the final solution slowly, so that GA has more chances to explore the search space to find better solutions.
Crossover: Poon and Carter [15] presented a survey of crossover operators for ordering applications. Regarding the permutation-based representation, the following crossover operators have been widely used: partially matched crossover (PMX), intended to keep the absolute positions of elements, and linear order crossover (LOX), intended to respect relative positions. PMX is adopted in our GA.
Mutation:
There are a number of methods to mutate [5] , such as insertion, swap and reversion.
Insertion and swap is employed in our GA.
Termination Condition:
The termination condition for the GA in our work is that the algorithm stops when the objective value difference between the worst chromosome and the best one in the current generation is equal to or less than 0.0001.
Improved GA for Circle Packing
We find that packing non-identical circles into a rectangle with open length is much more challenging than the common combinatorial problems like typical production scheduling problems and the bin packing problem. The toughness exhibits in several aspects: (1) Bigger difference exists between various position selection criteria; (2) The deviation of solutions from different tests for the same instance is prominent; (3) The solution time for the moderate-size onward cases is very long. Therefore, there is still a big room for further improvement on the existing solution techniques.
In addition to using the suitable position selection criterion in the packing procedure, we further improved the GA itself. Fig. 10 shows the improved GA (IGA), the following adaptations and special settings have been conducted.
Initial Generation Followed by Exchange-Order Operations.
A quick good solution before evolution can save some valuable search time. With this purpose, the sequence in decreasing order of the circles' radii is put into the initial generation followed by the exchange-order operations.
Produce an initial generation comprising (popsize-1) random chromosomes, and evaluate all the chromosomes using the decoding procedure (i.e. the packing procedure described in §3.2);
A chromosome from the decreasing radii order is put into the initial generation followed by the exchange-order operations; t = 1; do { 1. Selection: Select the xsize best chromosomes in each generation to crossover, and the msize worst chromosomes to mutate (xsize + msize = popsize); 2. Insert-mutation to top 10% best chromosomes; 3. Crossover with lower C r = xsize/popsize and swap mutation with higher M r = msize/popsize; 4. The offspring from crossover and mutations are decoded. Sort the parents and the offspring according to their objective values, and select the former popsize best chromosomes as the new generation; 5. t ++. } until satisfy the termination condition; Output the best solution. Insert-Mutation for Better Chromosomes. In the standard GA procedure as shown in Fig. 9 , the operation of selection is followed by the crossover and the mutation to produce the next generation. In our improved GA, a local search operation -an insert-mutation is added between the selection and the crossover. This operation is applied to the top 10% best individuals. As well-known, the insert-mutation has the minimum destructiveness to a chromosome compared with swap and reversion, while reversion has the maximum destructiveness. The insert-mutation, similar to the exchange-order operations, may produce better solutions from the top 10% best solutions.
Such a minor-adjustment operator benefits the algorithm in terms of solution speed and quality.
Low Crossover Rate and High Mutation Rate. In the common use of GA for other problems, like scheduling and bin packing, a higher crossover rate, C r ∈[0.5, 0.9], and a lower mutation rate, M r ∈[0.1, 0.3] are set. However, for the challenging non-identical circles packing problem, a low crossover rate but a very high mutation rate benefit the solution process (see Section 5) . The reason for this is that, the high mutation rate increases the diversity in a new generation, and thus maintains the evolution process for a long time and makes it more possible to achieve much better solutions.
In fact, the high mutation rate is also adopted in the work on three-dimensional bin packing [18] .
Large Population of Each Generation. In order to get better solutions, a direct way is to increase the number of individuals (popsize) in each generation. However, the effectiveness of the large population should be evaluated, considering the cost of longer search time. From our experience, the population size should not be too large, because exceeding a threshold number, the growing of population size exerts little impact on the improvement of the final solution. In fact, there is a trade-off between the high mutation rate and the large population, which can be observed in the following computational experiments.
Computational Experiments
In this section, computational experiments are conducted to test the performance of the proposed algorithm and the heuristics combined. The proposed genetic algorithm, together with the corresponding heuristics and decoding procedure, is coded in C language and compiled with Microsoft Visual VC++ 8.0. All the numerical experiments are conducted on a computer with an Intel T7500 2.20GHz Duo CPU and 1.96GB RAM. The search time is measured in seconds.
A sample solution by IGA is first presented, followed by the six instances SY1 to SY6 used in Stoyan and Yaskov [16, 17] . Results are compared with those from existing methods in the literature. This is to check the performance of different position selection criteria and fine-tune the parameters of IGA. Moderate-and large-size instances (SY12 to SY1234) are solved subsequently. 
A Sample Solution by IGA

Tests with SY1 to SY6
To test the behavior of different position selection criteria in solving the instances via IGA, the algorithm combined with each criterion is executed to solve the six instances SY1 to SY6 used in Stoyan and Yaskov [16, 17] . Table 7 reports the results, where popsize=200, C r :M r =2:8 for all the tests. For each of the instances SY1 to SY4, 20 runs of the algorithm are executed under each selection criterion, and the best solution is reported here; for SY5 and SY6, 5 runs are conducted with each criterion, and the best solution is reported here. Under each criterion, T refers to the corresponding search time in seconds for the run which obtained the best solution for an instance.
As stated earlier, with the parameter setting of lower crossover rate and higher mutation rate, the proposed GA is observed to demonstrate good performance. This is the reason why we set popsize=200, C r :M r =2:8 for all the tests.
From Table 7 , we can observe that, the first criterion (x) still behaves the best, (d min +x) the second best, and the other three criteria are not so good. This is consistent with their performance in packing the circle sequence of decreasing of the circles' radii, as well as in ExOrd1 and ExOrd2. So far, we could conclude that the first criterion of the minimum x coordinate is the best one among all the criteria considered. Hence, we subsequently test the proposed algorithm combined with the first criterion under various parameter settings, popsize and C r :M r , (see Table 8 ), and compare our best results with those provided in the literature (refer to Table 9 ). Table 7 . Results of SY1 to SY6 by IGA combined with diverse selection criteria (popsize=200, C r :M r =2:8) Table 8 and popsize = 400 witnesses very good solution quality and relatively short search time (75192.31/29432.27 = 2.55). Therefore, it is fair to say that the higher mutation rate brings about more benefits than the large number of population does. [1] . In the last six columns of Table 9 , the best solutions by the proposed method (IGA) are reported. Figs. A1 to A6 in Appendix display the packing configurations of the best solutions of SY1 to SY6 achieved by IGA.
It is rather difficult to compare the performance of different methods due to the differences in the programming languages used, computer hardware deployed, and sometimes lack of data reported. Therefore, we report the hardware used by researchers. Stoyan and Yaskov [17] Table 9 focus on the ultimate packing results achieved with a side look at the computational time used by different approaches. The following aspects are observed:
(1) B1.0 has a faster solution speed but with lower solution quality than AH beam search for the small-size group; B1.5 obtains a higher average solution quality but with much longer search time than AH beam search for the small-size group.
(2) IGA achieves better solutions within shorter search time than AH beam search for all small-size instances (SY1 to SY4), and obtains two better solutions (for SY1 and SY4) than B1.5.
(3) For the large-size instances, AH beam search shows more superiority in terms of both solution speed and solution quality. Table 10 , for each instance of SY12 to SY1234, three runs of the algorithm have been executed under each parameter setting, and the best solution is presented here). Considering the instance size and GA's degradation, we do not think that the direct application of the algorithm to these instances is a good choice.
Instead, decomposition is more effective and efficient in solving the instances of such scale, as seen in §5.4. Table 12 . From Table 12 , it can be seen that the average solution time is much shorter，but the solution quality sacrifices very little. For example, L 6d has an average value of 43.0525 in Table   12 , only a little bit higher than the average value of L 6 , 42.9464 in Table 10 . 
Decomposition of the Moderate and Large Instances
Staged Packing
In the simple decomposition method in § 5.4, a clear line of demarcation exists between two sub-solutions. Actually, we have developed another staged scheme, where the overall packing is completed in stages, and the positions unused in the previous stage(s) can be still utilized in the following stage(s). Consequently, the area of the rectangle can be fully utilized and no demarcation line exists in the final packing configuration, though obtained in stages. Fig. 11 shows a three-stage packing for SY5 from decreasing orders of radii for each stage. In the staged scheme, the total circles to be packed are divided into several groups, ensuring the differentiation of circles selected in each group so that small circles can fill the gaps generated in packing large circles. The groups are then packed in respective stages. In each stage, IGA is still used to evolve packing solutions. Once the former-stage packing is completed, the three-type positions recorded are still kept for latter stages to utilize. Hence, a latter-stage circle maybe fits into a suitable position in former-stage packing. This evidently benefits the latter-stage packing.
Consequently, the aggregate solution can be hopefully better than that from the above simple decomposition. Via such staged strategy, we not only take the advantage of decomposition to save solution time, but also enhance the overall solution quality. Secondly, diverse position selection criteria are tested, and it is found that the traditional criterion used in the literature is not the best one according to our numerical tests. An appropriate criterion selected in the packing procedure is one of the crucial factors for the proposed method to achieve new better solutions for some of the benchmark instances.
Conclusion
Thirdly, an improved genetic algorithm is proposed to search the solution space. Apart from the heuristic of the decreasing order of circle radii and the exchange-order tricks to quickly enhance the initial generation of solutions, a new operator (i.e. insert-mutation), inspired from the exchangeorder tricks, with the purpose of minor-adjusting a small part of the best solutions, is introduced into the classical genetic loop. Moreover, the investigated problem is indeed challenging for the genetic algorithm to explore the near-optimality, the unusual setting of low crossover rate and high mutation rate to overcome the defect of premature convergence is amazedly found more effective than simple increasing of the GA population.
Despite all these adaptations, the innate defect of the genetic algorithm, i.e., its search ability degrade quickly with the growth of the problem size, makes it dissatisfactory in solving large-size benchmarks. As such, simple decomposition is a direct compromise to take the advantage of the proposed algorithm for small-size instances; meanwhile, the idea of staged packing seems to be attractive and definitely worth further exploring.
It is noted that the investigated problem is indeed challenging for combinatorial optimization techniques, and the best solutions for the benchmarks are continually surmounted by researchers.
This problem, as well as the benchmarks, can be used to test the search ability of dedicated algorithms. As for future work, decomposition, parallelization and more effective search algorithms would attract us to dedicate more research efforts on this problem. Exploration of similar packing problems, such as the packing of non-uniform circles in a circular container (which is still a challenging problem with many applications), would also deserve proper attention. 
